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Abstract
The Volunteer Water Quality Monitoring Program (VWQM Program) is a part of the Missouri STREAM TEAM Program which is a multi-agency sponsored water quality monitoring program formed for citizens in Missouri with an interest in water quality. The VWQM Program is a free training program open to anyone and teaches volunteers to monitor the water of Missouri's rivers and streams. The number one priority is education with data as a close second. The program has evolved to currently offer four levels of training, an Intro course, Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3. Each course or "Level" builds upon the previous course. Since its inception in 1993, the VWQM Program has grown exponentially; Introductory VWQM workshops are full or have waiting lists. While the Program continues to grow, staff levels have remained static due to budgetary requirements. As a result, VWQM Program staff had to be creative to meet the demand for training. As a solution, VWQM Program staff promoted and held several “Train the Trainers” workshops designed to train selected people to assist with teaching water quality workshops. Trainers were selected from a pool of dedicated volunteers, teachers and agency personnel that have all attended VWQM workshops prior to training. Trainers have helped to reduce staff time by reducing the amount of staff needed to teach a workshop. Trainers are beneficial to the Program by enabling staff by to meet the demand for training by the public and offering expanded workshop schedules. While there are many more benefits to using trainers there can be some draw backs such as; scheduling, data quality, consistency and, keeping them on track with presentations. How do you keep them on track and follow through?